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Trust Board

Graeme Clark (Chair)

Kate Vennell (Treasurer)

Bridget Coates

Angela Spain

Jonathan Staples

Paul Richardson(from Dec 2020)

Volunteers

Meet the

Team

Management Team

Barry Coates - Founder and CEO

Karen Swainson - Operations Manager

Amy Coulson -  Marketing Manager

Advisory Board 

Glen Saunders

Matthew Mimms

Binu Paul

Mindful Money benefits from a large cohort of volunteers

(including trustees, advisers and CEO) who are passionate about

the mission. During the first three years of Mindful Money’s

development, volunteers have been essential to supporting

operational tasks including; data analysis, advocacy, graphic

design and research. In return, Mindful Money enables volunteers

to develop skills and gain work experience.



This is our third year of operation and in that time, Mindful Money has become the leading

resource for consumers concerned about responsible investment in Aotearoa New Zealand

with over 60,000 website visitors annually. In 2020, despite the challenges presented by

Covid-19, we extended our audience with the launch of a new series of weekly online

seminars. We believe that Mindful Money has been a key driver behind the significant

divestment of Fossil Fuel holdings since our launch in 2019.   

We are proud of the influence our CEO Barry Coates provides as one of NZ’s most respected

advocates for responsible investment. I also want to acknowledge our management team

who bring hard work, creativity and flexibility to growing Mindful Money’s impact and brand.

I want to pay tribute to the many hours of work contributed by our volunteers (including

board and advisers) who bring professional skills and experience to developing our mission.

Also to give our heartfelt thanks to the large number of individual donors whose generosity

helped fund the relaunch of our website and a new online tools. We are extremely grateful

for the support of our strong network of corporate supporters and affiliates which has

enabled us to spread our message to a wider investing community.

During 2021, Mindful Money is extending our impact with the launch of new ethical

investment awards which have been welcomed by the industry. In the face of the enormous

challenges faced by our planet and human societies, more and more investors are using their

savings as a force for good. The mission of Mindful Money matters more than ever.

Graeme Clark
Chair of the Trustees of Sustainable Initiative Aotearoa, parent charity of Mindful Money

Chair's Message



Educate members of the public about the impact of their investment decisions 

Support and influence investment providers

Change the framework

Mindful Money was established with the vision that capital can be harnessed for social and environmental

benefit. For too long, the finance system has focused on short term returns and ignored the real world

impacts of investment. This has facilitated huge flows of funding into activities that create social harm,

environmental damage and climate change. Mindful Money’s mission is to reform the finance system and

make money a force for good.

We undertook extensive research and consultation, including surveys of the public, to develop a strategy

that focuses on key leverage points for change. Our strategy aims to:

Now, two years after our launch, it is a good opportunity to take stock. In this first Mindful Money impact

report, we outline the activities we have undertaken and the results. We quantify the outcomes where

possible, and we relate those changes that create social and environmental benefits.  

This is a time of climate crisis, biodiversity extinction and huge social inequality. There has never been a

greater need for finance to become part of the solution, instead of a major contributor to the problems. 

I hope you agree that we have already achieved a huge impact, especially for a new charity with few

resources. We are deeply grateful to all our volunteers, partners and supporters who have share out

passion and vision. We have built a strong foundation for the future. We are now ready to scale up and

create a far more significant in capital towards positive impact in the years to come.

Barry Coates - Founder and CEO

CEO's Message



Change That Needs to Happen: 

Shifts Along the Impact Spectrum

Avoid investments in companies that cause harm

Engage with companies to raise standards

Shift mainstream portfolios towards companies with

higher standards

Invest in companies that create positive impact

Mindful Money uses an impact spectrum to show the

ways in which investment approaches can create

investment impact.

 

These four domains of change are the key

mechanisms that Mindful Money aims to influence

through our interventions:

Traditional Funds

Ignore the impact on

the environment and

society

Avoid Harm

Screen out the sectors or

practices that cause social or

environmental harm, like fossil

fuel companies or companies

that violate human rights

 

Engage

Exclude the worst companies

and engage with others as an

active shareholder to improve

their ESG performance

 

Better Standards

Target some investments into

businesses with higher ESG or

sustainability standards

 

Impact Investing 

Invest to directly create a

measurable, positive impact,

while still making a financial

return

 



Making

Money

a Force

for

Good

Our strategy



The Rationale for Our Strategies for Change

Consumer demand is a driver of change,

as well as an advocate for a strong policy

framework

The annual survey of the public indentifies

key barriers to wider adoption of ethical

investing:

A lack of objective information 

Not enough time to undertake

research and compare the options

The Mindful Money website was designed

to overcome these barriers

A campaign of public engagement is

overcoming inertia and building

understanding for ethical investment

Educate and mobilise the public

 

 

Carrots for the leaders, through profiling

on the Mindful Money website and in

awards

Sticks for the laggards, through peer

pressure and media exposure

Capability building for all, through direct

engagement, seminars and conferences

Scaling up impact investing through

mainstream investment and dedicated

impact funds

Support and influence investment

providers

 

Influence in the investment sector can be

achieved through:

Deeper change will need regulation and

policy change, which relies on finance sector

support

Research, analysis, advocacy and

campaigning each have a role to play in

building change

Change the framework

 

 



Strategy 1: An Educated and Engaged Public

DEVELOPED A UNIQUE PLATFORM

FOR ETHICAL INVESTING
Transparency in investments for 730 KiwiSaver and investment funds
An ethical fund finder tool, used by 30,000 individuals. The tool has been used directly to
switch funds or make an investment for 925 investments, and indirectly for an estimated
further 2000 investments. 
Credible and accessible research, education, blogs and information

Provided a highly credible, easy to use, free website, which delivers:

The use of Mindful Money’s website has resulted in approximately $100m of ethical investment.

PROVIDED UP TO DATE

INFORMATION

 

PROMOTED THE WEBSITE AND

ISSUES TO THE PUBLIC THROUGH

PUBLICITY AND SOCIAL MEDIA

USED SOCIAL MEDIA TO ENGAGE WITH

AUDIENCES

9 quarterly updates of financial information
5 six-monthly updates of portfolio data

Undertaken original in-depth fund research:

 Our data and analysis has been covered by 71 media stories, with coverage in major media
channels across TV, radio, print and online.
Issues covered have been fossil fuels, climate finance, nuclear weapons, ethical investment
approaches, impact investing and greenwashing.

 

Consistent content which has reached over 400,000 New Zealanders
 

WHAT WE HAVE DONE

 

WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED SO FAR



Weapons

$200m

Tobacco - $33m

GMO's - $11m

Palm Oil - $11m

Pornography - $3m

Animal Testing

$2,329m

Alcohol

$618m

Gambling

$363m

Human Rights &

 Environmental Abuse

$1,113m

Fossil Fuels

$1,524m

2.75%

1.31%

0.24%

1.80%

1.43%

1.73%

Where does 

your 

KiwiSaver

money go? 

These issues account for 7.32% of the total KiwiSaver funds

Source: Mindful Money analysis of reported portfolio holdings for 321 funds

Total KiwiSaver Funds 

Investments in Issues of Concern to the Public 

March 2021



Strategy 1: An Educated and Engaged Public

Continued

UNDERTOOK BROAD EDUCATION

AND ENGAGEMENT

Held four major conferences, including keynote speeches and panels with
government Ministers and finance sector leaders
Delivered 30 online seminars and podcasts, engaging an audience of 19,000
with interviews and panels including gender, te ao Māori perspectives, climate
change, active ownership and impact investing
Published an accessible Ethical Investing Guide

 TARGETED ENGAGEMENT WITH

KEY AUDIENCES

 

COLLABORATED WITH ALLIES ON

ALIGNED ISSUES

 

Held 26 workplace seminars, directly engaging an audience of over 1,000
Organised or presented at 25 seminars, including universities, schools,
government and NGOs
Sent 79 direct mailing newsletters to current audience of 1,830

 
Developed strong relationships with a broad range of organisations with
values alignment around sustainability and ethical issues

WHAT WE HAVE DONE WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED SO FAR



From our Seminar Series



Strategy 2: Supported and Influence Investment Providers

CELEBRATED BEST PRACTICE IN

ETHICAL INVESTMENT IN NEW

ZEALAND

200 attendees
52 entrants across 7 award categories
26 judges

Held the inaugural Ethical and Impact Investment awards event in June 2021

ENGAGED AND INFLUENCED

ACROSS THE SECTOR

 

BUILT CAPABILITY IN

RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT

MANAGEMENT

 

CALLED OUT GREENWASHING

AND BAD PRACTICES

 

KiwiSaver funds fossil fuel exclusions rose from 2% in 2019 to 19% in 2021
KiwiSaver funds investment in nuclear weapons fell from $100m in 2019 to $15m
in 2021 

Worked with fund providers to extend and deepen ethical investment practices, using
the portfolio analysis as a carrot for leaders and stick for laggards, resulting in: 

 
Held 4 major conferences and 30 online seminars
Contributed to 71 media articles
Regular ongoing meetings and engagement with all major retail fund providers 

 Exposed fund managers with investments in issues of public concern
Highlighted examples of misleading marketing and greenwash

WHAT WE HAVE DONE WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED SO FAR





Strategy 3: Changed the Framework

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP THROUGH

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS

Published three annual surveys of the New Zealand public with the Responsible Investment
Association of Australasia 
Researched key issues including analysis of investment into the areas of greatest public
concern
Published ‘Inside the Black Box’ report on trends in ethical investing
Commentary and public dialogue on issues of ethical and impact investing

INNOVATION

INFLUENCED THE FINANCE

SECTOR AND GOVERNMENT 

 

BUILT COLLABORATIVE

INITIATIVES 

 

Initiated a coalition of organisations encouraging asset owners and fund managers to
commit to climate emissions reductions 
Used the awards and online seminars to introduce a wider public audience to impact
investing 

 

Recommendations in ethical investment in the Retirement Review
Requirements for default KiwiSaver providers to exclude fossil fuels and nuclear weapons 
FMA commitment to act on misleading labelling of ‘integrated financial products’
Inclusion of specific recommendations on climate finance in the final report of the Climate Change Commission
Legislation introduced for mandatory climate disclosure

Contributed to changes in policy and legislation, including:

 

Actively involved in development of Toitū Tahua - Centre for Sustainable Finance
Initiated a coalition to encourage and support asset owners and fund managers to reduce
climate emissions in their portfolios and make net zero commitments 

WHAT WE HAVE DONE WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED SO FAR





From Outcomes to Impact 

These impacts lay the foundation for an acceleration of progression along the impact spectrum in forthcoming years.

Mindful Money has contributed

to the growth and deepening

of ethical and impact investing

in Aotearoa

Ethical investment

(broadly defined) 

increased by 38% in 2019-

2020 

Fund providers have significantly

reduced their investments in

companies of concern to New

Zealand investors, including

nuclear weapons and fossil fuels

Good practice for engagement

used by fund providers has evolved

from unsubstantiated ESG claims

to disclosure of proxy voting to

evidence of influence towards

higher standards 

Mainstream funds are now

investing in companies with

higher standards and positive

impacts, such as social housing

and renewable energy

There is growing interest in impact

investing and demand for impact

funds, and fund providers are

supporting the development of new

impact investment funds



Funding and partnerships

 Income (FY2020-21):

Fees from Mindful Funds:

Sponsorship of events:

Donations:

Other:

 

Total:

 

Expenditure:

Website & data: 

Operations:

Marketing: 

Research:

 

Total:

(Rounded to $00)

$16,300

$50,500

$74,100

$200

$141,300

$42,000

$34,400

$41,500

$8,600

$126,500

Corporate sponsors of events including conferences, Ethical and Impact Investment Awards and public education seminars

In-kind contributions and partnerships

Individual donations, including a successful crowdfunding campaign in 2020

Volunteers, including over 100 committed and skilled short term volunteers, our Board members and our CEO

As a startup charity, Mindful Money has achieved significant impact with few resources to draw on. We are grateful to those

who have supported us on our journey so far:



Plans for the Future

Mindful Money will extend the reach of the current work programme, educating and engaging the public and enabling

ethical investment by a far larger number of investors. We will build on our flagship annual events, including annual

conference and awards, workplace and other targeted seminars, online education and outreach, and annual surveys.

Net Zero

We will work with coalition partners to encourage

deeper climate action by asset owners and fund

managers, including net zero pledges, and will

monitor and report on their progress

Website 2.0 

We will provide more extensive ethical investment

information as a free service for the public,

including enhanced measures of engagement,

impact investment and climate action

Credible Standards 

We will continue research and advocacy to

strengthen the framework of standards and

disclosure applying to ethical and impact

investment, calling out greenwash and building

confidence in the leaders

Impact Investment 

We will accelerate the growth of impact

investment by engaging wholesale and retail

investors with the impact proposition, publicising

the available funds and encouraging investment

by mainstream funds and institutions

Value Added Services 

 We will extend the range of services we provide

for a fee to financial advisers and institutions,

and facilitate deeper action on ethical

investment across the finance sector

Shareholder Action

We will undertake research and build

partnerships for robust engagement, voting

and shareholder resolutions to influence New

Zealand companies towards climate action,

sustainability and high ethical standards

Achieving these ambitious aims will require a significant scale-up of funding and resources.

Mindful Money is embarking on a major programme of fundraising and income generation to

support the next phase of our development.



Mindful Money

www.mindfulmoney.nz

info@mindfulmoney.nz

https://www.facebook.com/MindfulMoneyMovementNZ
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mindful-money-nz
https://twitter.com/MindfulMoneyNZ
https://www.instagram.com/mindfulmoney_nz/?hl=en

